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Abstract  This paper summarizes the utility of 
some low-power design (LPD) methods based on 
architectural and implementation modifications, for 
FPGA based systems. Power consumption is becom-
ing one of the mayor design trade-off in today elec-
tronic. In this work, the contribution of spurious 
transitions to the overall consumption is evidenced 
and main strategies for its reduction are analyzed. 
Empirical results are present in order to show the 
effectiveness of pipelining and sequentialization as 
low-power design methodologies. The possibilities of 
power management techniques are explained and 
quantified. Algorithm level and Finite State Ma-
chines alternatives are also discussed and measured 

Keywords  Low Power techniques, FPGA de-
sign, design methods.

I. INTRODUCTION 
This work explores several end-user low power design 
methods. Power consumption is one of the major design 
tradeoff in current FPGAs (Shang et al, 2002; Mohanty 
and Prasanna, 2000; Sutter, 2005), the power dissipated 
can reach values of several watts. According to Shang et 
al (2002) , a normal design has an average consumption 
of 1.5 W/ MHz/Slice in a Virtex II. Thus, a modest 
design of 8000 slices (2000 CLBs) running at 100 MHz 
can consume 1.2 W. However, this type of rule-of-
thumb metrics do not take into account details like the 
logic depth, or the amount of glitches. For example, a 
32-bits non-restoring divider with 576-slices and 32-
LUTs logic depth exhibits a figure of 610 

W/MHz/Slice in a Virtex. Dividing at 5 MHz can take 
more than 1.75 W (Sutter et al, 2004a).  

FPGA users can only optimize the dynamic power 
component. That is, the part of the power that depends 
on the value of the capacitance, effective switching fre-
quency, and power supply voltage of each circuit node. 
Setting aside VDD manipulations, the power consumption 
can be modified by varying: the topology (that influ-
ences al the variables); the data (that vary effective fre-
quency); and finally, the interconnection network, 
which affect both the capacitance and the effective fre-
quency of each node.  

A large fraction of the FPGA power consumption is 
caused by glitches. For example, a simulation of a fully 
combination 32-bit shift & add multiplier shows that 
glitches represent more than 80% of the activity. 
Glitches can be reduced in several ways:  

Path equalization (Wong, 1992; Boemo et al,
1995a): Equalize of all the delays inside each path of 
the circuit. The idea also leads to the wave pipeline 
technique. The main drawback is that it must be done 
manually on FPGA. 
Dense LUT partitioning (Boemo et al, 1995b): A
dense technology mapping allows the designer to 
eliminate net count, and path unbalances. An inten-
sive use of the LUT capability can lead to wiring 
congestion.
Pipelining (Lemnios and Gabriel, 1994; Chandraka-
san et al, 1992; Noll, 1992): Glitches can be blocked 
by pipeline registers. The snow-ball effect of glitches 
is thus neutralized. The latency of the circuit is in-
creased.
Asynchronous barriers: A line of latches can be in-
troduced to stop glitches. There are controlled by 
asynchronous signal whose delay is matched with 
the longest delay of the path. Asynchronous delays 
depend on temperature, power supply voltage, and 
fabrication technology.   
Registering output pads (Sutter, 2005): Glitches at 
the output pad increase power by a double-effect: 
higher power-supply voltage at the pad rings; and 
second, higher off-chip capacitances to be driven. 
And extra effect is the increase of latency.   

Although glitches strongly increase datapath power, 
other sources of dynamic consumption must be taken 
into account. Current FPGA models (Q1 2006) include 
up to 200K user flip-flops that can be commuting fol-
lowing the primary system clock. This lead to an impor-
tant increment of the clock power or the energy per cy-
cle involved in the synchronization of the circuit. Fi-
nally, off-chip power, the fraction dissipated at output 
pads (where the capacitances are several times larger 
than those for conventional microelectronics) can not be 
neglected.  

The knowledge of the relationship between these 
components for a given FPGA technology is fundamen-
tal: It allows the effectiveness of any particular power 
reduction method to be determined a priori. A method 
to measure the power components of FPGA systems is 
based on the decomposition of the total power in four 
components (Todorovich et al, 2000):  

Dynamic Power: To calculate it, the total power is 
measured and then the static, off-chip and synchroni-
zation power is deducted. 
Static power: The chip is configured but neither 
stimulus nor clocking is applied. The pull-up resis-  
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tors and other external elements that require the 
FPGAs remain connected. 
Off-chip power: For the older families, the circuit is 
measured twice. First, during normal operation. Sec-
ond, by disabling the tri-state output buffers. Thus, 
the off-chip component can be approximated to the 
difference between the two results. In addition, the 
use of the tri-state buffers in low-power design is 
also useful to separate the results from a particular 
PCB. From Virtex, as the power supply for the core 
is separated, just this line is measured. 
Synchronization power: A constant data (for exam-
ple, all bit zeroed) is inputted to the circuit, mean-
while the clock signal is applied. Thus, only the 
clock tree has activity. Is important to note that 
FPGAs use multiplexers to emulate the effect of a 
clock enable. As a consequence, the use of the clock 
enable pin of a CLB does not interrupt the clocking 
of the flip-flops. 

Other techniques to measure the power consumption 
are summarized in Mengibar et al (1999), Garcia (2000) 
and Rius et al (2003). Interesting studies in power 
breakdown are in Kusse and Rabaey (1998) and Garcia
(2000) for XC4K family. Shang et al (2002) and Poon 
et al (2002) present similar analyses for Virtex II de-
vices. Main results shows that interconnection power is 
dominant (50-70%), followed by logic and synchroniza-
tion power with around 15-20% each. Finally the off-
chip power is around 10-15% for typical designs. 

An important effort has been done in LPD tech-
niques applied to full-custom and cell-based integrated 
circuits. However, papers and theses about low-power 
in FPGA are recently emerging1. In this line, the aim of 
this work is to detect test-and-true techniques at design 
level. 

The results shown here embrace several of the Xil-
inx FPGA series. In all cases, the circuits have been 
constructed and measured. For XC4K families, all the 
measurements were done using XC4010EPC84-4, 
XC4005EPC84-3, or XC4003EPC84-3 samples. Input 
vectors were generated using another FPGA. Circuits 
were described in VHDL, and synthesized using the 
FPGA Express and the Xilinx Foundation tools (Synop-
sis, 2000; Xilinx, 2000a). Random vectors were utilized 
to stimulate the circuit. 

In Virtex, the main experiments were developed us-
ing an XCV800hq240-6 and an XCV50hq240-6 chip 
samples mounted in Xilinx prototype board AFX 
PQ240-100. For Virtex II experiments a XC2V1500 
FG676-6 is utilized. The circuits were described in 
VHDL instantiating low level primitives such as LUTs, 
muxcy, xorcy (Xilinx, 2003a) when necessary. Xilinx 
ISE 6.1 tool (Xilinx, 2003b) and XST (Xilinx, 2003c) 
for synthesis were utilized. A common pin assignment, 
the preservation of the hierarchy, speed optimization, 

                                                          
1 The search of “low-power” AND “FPGA” returns 225 papers in 

the IEEE Explorer database, and over 651K links in Google. (april06)

and timing constrains were fixed during the experi-
ments. Chip measurements were done using three dif-
ferent sequences: a) random vectors (avg_tog); b) a se-
quence with a high transition probability (max_tog) and 
finally, c) a sequence with low activity (min_tog). The 
test vectors were inputted using a pattern generator 
(Tektronix, 2001). 

For all the devices, the output, each pad supported 
the load of the logic analyzer probes (Tektronix, 2002). 
Area-delay information was extracted from Xilinx tools. 

This paper is organized as follow. Section 2 shows 
the influence of pipeline as LPD technique. Section 3 
compares architectural options. Section 4 describes 
power management techniques in FPGA. Section 5 
shows some results related to finite state machine, 
meanwhile section 6 analize some results at algorithm 
level. Finally, in section 7 general tips for low power are 
presented. 
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Fig. 1. Power consumption in mW/MHz as function of logic 
depth in XC4K families for 8 bits Hatamian & Cash multipli-
ers. a. Power breakdown in XC4010. b. Consumption in dif-
ferent XC4K devices. 

II. POWER REDUCTION THROUGH PIPELINE 
Pipelining, a popular way to speed up circuits also al-
lows power consumption to be reduced (Lemnios and 
Gabriel, 1994; Chandrakasan et al, 1992). Its usefulness 
is based on a marginal effect of the intermediate pipe-
line registers: the obstruction of the propagation of spu-
rious (asynchronous) transitions. Pipelining also affects 
power consumption by the modification of datapath 
wiring loads: global lines (which usually broadcast the 
input data into the array) are split into a subset of lightly 
loaded lines, reducing the overall capacity (Boemo et al,
1995a). 

The array multiplier proposed by Hatamian and 
Cash (1986) was selected as benchmark circuit for the  
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XC4K family. This topology presents several benefits 
considering the objectives of the experiments. First, its 
high regularity makes straightforward the pipelining; 
and second, a large set of reconvergent paths exists, a 
feature that contributes to the production of glitches. 
Figure 1 shows dynamic power consumption as a func-
tion of logic depth (LD, measured in LUT). 

For Virtex devices, 32-bits shift & add multiplier 
and several 32-bits dividers were implemented. Figure 
2.a shows dynamic power consumption versus logic 
depth (LD, measured in LUT) for multiplier implemen-
tations, instead Figure 2.b present the same relation for 
a 32-bits SRT radix-2 divider. The different patterns 
have similar shape: it decreases practically linearly with 
the reduction of LD. It stands out the low influence of 
the synchronization power. 

As more pipeline stages are added, less glitches are 
produced, and the power is lowered. This reduction in 
the activity makes less important the architecture se-
lected. Thus, same experiment for others recurrence 
dividers (including restoring, non-restoring and SRT 
radix-4, -8 and -16) have similar consumption shape 
(Sutter et al, 2004a). In dividers, a maximum pipeline 
architecture (LD = 1) saves up to 93 % of the dynamic 
power consumption respect to the fully combinational 
architecture (LD = 32). That is, combinational architec-
tures consume more than twelve times more than the 
fully pipelined version.  
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Fig. 2. Power consumption in mW/MHz as function of logic 
depth in Virtex devices. a. 32-bit shift & add multiplier; b. An 
SRT radix-2 32-bit divider.  

Virtex results show a lower influence of synchroni-
zation power than XC4K. Thus, the optimum LD is 
lower in the first technologies (between 1-2 LUT) in-
stead of 3-5 LUT in the second. Pipelining in FPGA 
shows a low impact in area due to the embedded regis-
ters distributed into the slices, and the SRL characteris-
tics of LUT.  

III. ARCHITECTURAL STRUCTURES 
In previous sections, the importance of spurious activity 
was evidenced. Thus, a natural question is: What about 
iterative implementations? To reduce area, to use an 
iterative architecture is a common technique. The gen-
eral architecture is composed of a state machine (FSM) 
that controls a data-path. Commonly the data-path 
power is low because the logic depth is minimal, but 
synchronization power grows due to intermediate regis-
ter and the FSM consumption. Several circuits have 
been analyzed in this paper.  

Example 1: Modular multipliers in XC4K  
Modular multipliers are the central operation in many 
cryptographic systems. Three different algorithms have 
been analyzed: multiply and reduce (m_r), shift & add 
(s_a) and Montgomery (mont). Implementation details 
are described in (Deschamps and Sutter, 2002). Table 3 
shows implementation results for 8-bit fully combina-
tional modular multipliers, and fully sequential imple-
mentations. The power reduction in sequential imple-
mentations differs between algorithms, but is around the 
half. Area is reduced and total delay increases in a fac-
tor of two. Results are shown in table 1. 

Table 1. Area, Delay and Power consumption for different 8 
bit Modular Multipliers. 

Array Impl. Fully Sequential A
lgorithm

E
nergy (nJ) 

A
rea (C

L
B

s) 

D
elay (ns) 

T
otal

Synchro 

D
ata Path 

A
rea (C

L
B

s)

A
rea (FF) 

D
elay (ns) 

m_r 96,1 85 186 71,5 46,8 24,7 57 67 320
s_a 186,4 157 201 104,8 52,5 52,3 33 37 465
mont. 92,7 102 167 38,6 27,2 11,1 34 31 249

Example 2: 32 bit dividers in Virtex 
Results for two 32-bit division algorithms are exhibited. 
The algorithms covered are: non-restoring (nr), and SRT 
radix 2 (srt). Details of the divider implementations are 
described in (Sutter et al, 2004b), meanwhile a deeper 
power analysis is presented in (Sutter et al, 2004a).  

The circuits are sequentialized with different 
granularities G. For example, G = 1 indicates a fully 
iterative circuit. The circuit calculates, at each clock, G
bits. Then, a total of p/G cycles are used to complete the 
operation, where p refers to precision. 

Figure 3.a shows the average energy for an opera-
tion, in nJ, for 32-bit width divider. The synchronization 
and data-path components are also individually dis-
played. The synchronization power decreases as G 
grows, mainly because of smaller cycles. In the oppo-
site, the data-path consumption grows with G, mainly 
because the glitches increase. Optimum G value seems 
to be 4.  

An important point is that the value of G, rather that 
a particular algorithms, is the key to reduce the power  
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figure. In SRT radix-2, G=4 save 51% energy with re-
spect to G=1. The energy savings with respect to the 
fully combinational implementations are: 85% as re-
gards SRT radix-2, 89% as regards non-restoring divi-
sion.

Figure 3.b shows ATP figure for the 32-bit dividers. 
The array implementations have the lowest latency, but 
as the cost of a great area and excessive power dissipa-
tion. Pipeline offers the best throughput, with a rela-
tively low increment in area with respect to array im-
plementations and a good power figure, but the initial 
latency could be prohibitive for some applications. Fi-
nally, sequential implementations have the smaller area, 
a delay less than twice the one of arrays, but have a 
good power figure.  
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Fig. 3. a. Dynamic power consumption breakdown for sequen-
tial divider implementations. b. Area-Time-Power for sequen-
tial, array, and pipeline implementations. 

IV. FINITE STATE MACHINES 
Main idea in the design of low-power FSMs is minimize 
Hamming distance of the most probable state transi-
tions. However, this solution usually increases the re-
quired logic to decode the next state. Then, a tradeoff 
between switching reduction and extra capacitance ex-
ists. Interesting contribution in low power FSM are Wu 
et al (2000); Tsui et al (1994a); Benini and De Micheli 
(1995); Nöth and Kolla (1999) and Tsui et al (1994b). 
The research line described above was targeted to gate 
arrays or cell-based integrated circuits. FPGA manufac-
turers and synthesis tools use One-Hot as default state 
encoding (Xilinx, 2000b; Synopsys, 1999). This as-
signment allows the designer to create state machine 
that are more efficient for FPGA architectures in terms 

of area and logic depth (i.e. speed). FPGAs are plenty of 
registers but the LUTs are limited to few bits wide. One 
Hot increases the flip flop usage (one per state) and de-
creases the width of combinatorial logic.  In addition, 
the Hamming distance of One Hot encoding is always 
two in spite of the machine size. 

In Sutter et al, (2002a) the end user alternatives in 
encoding are studied using dense encoding (binary and 
minimum decode logic) and sparse encoding (one-hot 
and two-hot). The main conclusions are that in small 
state machines (up to 8 states), area, speed and power is 
minimized using binary state encoding. On the contrary, 
One Hot state encoding is better for large machines 
(over 16 states). A comparison between 26 test circuits 
shows important differences in power consumption. 
Depending on the state encoding, up to 57% of power 
saving can be obtained. 

Other idea for low-power FSMs is the use of power 
management. That is, to shutdown the blocks of hard-
ware in these periods where they are not producing use-
ful data. Shutdown can be fulfilled in three ways: by 
turning off the power supply, by disabling the clock 
signal, or finally by “freezing” (blocking) the input data. 
Several works were published for standart cell (Benini 
et al, 1995, 1996, 1998; Chow al, 1996;  Monteiro and 
Oliviera, 1998). Based on these previous ideas, Sutter et
al (2002b) adapted or modified them to suit well with 
LUT-based FPGAs. The hardware overhead associated 
with the decomposition technique makes this method 
neither effective for FSMs with small numbers of states 
(under 10) nor applicable for circuits whose decomposi-
tion has a highly transition probability between subma-
chines. However, for large machines, an improvement 
in power consumption up to 46% can be obtained. 

V. POWER MANAGEMENT TECHNIQUES IN 
FPGA

In order to eliminate the activity in an idle part of a cir-
cuit, several alternatives exist. The most traditional 
technique is clock gating (Benini et al, 1996; Shelar et 
al, 2000), but it must be avoided in FPGA technology 
(Xilinx, 2003d). Gated clock can cause the flip-flop to 
clock at wrong times.  In addition, in all Xilinx families, 
the flip-flops have the usual mux-based built-in clock-
enable (CE) to implement this feature. From a power 
consumption point of view, the clock tree continues 
consuming power. 

In Virtex II, II Pro, and Spartan-3, BUFGMUX is a 
multiplexed global clock buffer that can select between 
two inputs without glitches. This allows constructing 
circuits that work with different clocks. If one of the 
inputs of BUFGMUX is tied to 0 (or 1) it is transformed 
in a Global Clock MUX Buffer with Clock Enable 
(BUFGCE). 

Another way to disable de combinational path is 
blocking the inputs. It can be carried out in several 
ways. The straightforward method is to utilize the CE of 
the normal FFs. But other alternatives exist: latches, 
ANDs gates, and OR gates.  
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In order to quantify the different disabling alterna-
tives, a circuit with two big combinatorial blocks and a 
final multiplexer was implemented (figure 4.a). The 
selection logic block commutes, each eight clock cycles. 
Then, the different disabling techniques were applied to 
the circuit. Figure 4.b shows the chip enable (CE) alter-
native. Table 3 shows power improvement and delay 
penalty for the different techniques. The area overhead 
in FPGA of different alternatives is also very small. CE 
and gated clock seem to be the more effective disabling 
techniques.  

Calculation 1

Calculation 2

Clk

Selection
Logic

 a. 

Calculation 1

Enable

Calculation  2

Clk
Selection

Logic

ce

ce

ce

ce

b.

Fig. 4. a. Architecture to measure the impact of disabling. b. 
Modified architecture using CE of distributed flip-flops.  

 Dynamic power  
reduction

Delay penalty (ns) 

Circuito Virtex Virtex II Virtex Virtex II
normal 0% 0% 0.0 0.0 
ce 39% 38% 2.9 0.1 
latch 34% 29% 4.7 1.6 
gate_clk - 34% - 1.9 
ands 37% 32% 2.5 1.0 
ors 17% 21% 2.5 1.0 

Table 2. Results for different disabling techniques. 

VI. ALGORITHM LEVEL ALTERNATIVES 
One of the most straightforward ways to reduce power 
is analyzing different algorithm for the same problem. 
In order to measures the influence we analyze the prob-
lems of section 4. a) modular multiplier in XC4K fam-
ily, and b) division algorithm in Virtex and Virtex II. 
Main results shows that the power consumption can be 
reduced in a factor of two only selecting the best algo-
rithm.  

Results for eight different algorithms that implement 
32-bit division algorithms are exhibited in figure 5. The 
algorithms covered are: restoring (rest), non-restoring 
(nr), SRT radix 2, 4, 8 and 16 (srt_2, srt_r4, srt_r8, 
srt_r16), and finally an SRT implementation with carry 
save (srt_cs). More details of the divider implementa-
tions in Sutter et al (2004b).  

The area-time-power shape of figure 5, reveal some 
results: The algorithm level it is one of the easiest way 
to reduce consumption. The Results shows that the 

power consumption can be reduced in a factor of two 
only selecting the best algorithm. But, not the speed, nor 
the area, is sufficient to determine what algorithm will 
consume less power. There are a more subtle character-
istics to be taken into account such as the ability to pro-
duce or not glitches by the algorithm. 
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VII. GENERAL TIPS AND CONCLUSIONS 
In this paper same of the most powerful end-user alter-
natives to design low power designs are presented. Due 
to the SRAM based reprogrammable interconnection, 
the FPGA is plenty of glitches. Some important rules 
are:

At higher level of abstraction more power saving 
opportunities exists. Algorithmic and system levels 
are the most straightforward place to obtain power 
reduction. 
The reduction of logic depth is essential in order to 
obtain a power aware system. The exploration of 
pipeline (for application with regular data flow), and 
sequential architectures are useful to mitigate this 
problem.  
When designing FSM for low power: for big ma-
chines (more than 16 states) use one-hot, for smaller 
than 8 states use a binary based codification.  

Additionally, some obvious tips are: 
Avoiding power waste: design systems should reach 
performance requirements, rather than exceed. The 
speed versus data width trade off must be analyzed. 
In such application, where part of the circuit is idle 
for a relative long period, disabling the clock or the 
data input is an interesting option.  
Register always the last stage before the pads. 
Glitches in the last stages produce activity at the PCB 
level, where the capacitances are much higher than 
internal. Furthermore, registering must be done, 
when possible, near the logic that produces the data. 
Therefore, instead of using IOB flip-flop, the internal 
FF must be employed, because there are nearer to the 
data, and additionally use lower voltage.  
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